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Head Shot may be a cheap first person shooter but it would be best for everyone to avoid this game. It is boring. The maps, I
mean map because there is only ONE, is too damn small, the walking animations are natrocious, the field of view is garbage,
and there's no players. On top of all of this, the game is very buggy. Play Team Fortress 2 and/or Team Fortress Classic instead.
All of the stuff that the developers promised have still not happened. It is 2018 at the time of this review. Two years later and
nothing to show for it! If you do not believe me, try it for yourself. You will regret it :(.. A solid incremental game, not an idler
though.. it has to be actively played in order to progress.. Whoever is charmed with the idea of "pass the same level hundred
times with different modifiers" should really learn that the concept is very old and there are similiar free flash games out there.
So this ugly looking Unity monstrosity is totally not worth your money.. This is a fun little visual novel with heavy emphasis on
fanservice and minimal player choice. I do wish it was longer, but for the low price, I don't think it's too bad. Overall, I had a
good time with and I'm looking forward to more.. TLDR: I don;t regret buying this game at 90% off (\u00a31.29 i think).
Assuming you play this knowing what you are getting into, you don;t really have anything to complain about. But at full price, i
don;t think i could reccommend it.

But as i know what i was buying, i'll give it a thumbs up based on how much i paid. Lets just hope the dev learned from the
major miscalculation, and the next one does have a save function!

I picked this up at 90% off, just a quick Caveat. And my review is based on it being that price.

So i was browsing through the specials, and for some reason this caught my eye, It rang a bell for some reason, but was pretty
poorly rated, But i clicked it any way, as i have a weird taste in games.

After reading up on it, and checking some of the reviews, i realised i had this game on my wish list for ages, right from the first
time i saw it on steam, before it was even released i think. Anyway, i quickly realised that this was the game i was looking
forward to, but removed due to the commonly known factor of the missing save ability.

I guess the Devs excuse of not having a save is kinda viable. You run the campaign, and must complete it. There are no saves, so
if you mess it up, you gotta start deleting stuff, or restart from the begining. The issue is that each segment of the campaign is
actually pretty long.. I spent 2 hours playing through the tutorial and the 1st level, and 2 hours getting through the 2nd level. But
thats where the Dev got it wrong, the levels dont take the 20-40 minutes to complete, unless you have done it a few times before
and worked out the perfect setup, its gonna take you hours.

Thats where the issue lies, The levels segments\/stages should have been made shorter if there isn't going to be saves. I have only
played the campaign so far, but i can see where people are comign from about the saves (or lack there of).

However, if you purchase this at a heavily discounted price, and accept that you are walking into something that may take some
time to play through, and needs time set aside to actually play it. Its actually worth a play through. Its a pretty decent game, if
you can get past the inability to save.

Its not worth the full price, and i'm no developer, but there must be an ad-hoc way to implement some form of save, even if its a
full game state or something. Open it up to the community or something and see if anyone else can work out how to fix it.

. This game is dumb and overly complicated. The animations broke down. I tried everything and still can't fix it. I should have
bought this on GOG
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If being FORCED to run around hitting things with a sledgehammer while on a time limit doesnt annoy you then this game
could be tolerable.
They have locked all but the tutorial and even if you want to try some of the more challenging jobs in the "Single Mission"
mode, nah you have to unlock it first.
I paid my money, i wish i could play all the game without having to grind through Career mode.

. Planets Under Attack is a real-time strategy game.

The gameplay mechanic of Planets Under Attack are simple and not very deep, but it's good, not too easy and need some time to
master. You start with a planet, build up fleets and then set out to conquer neutral or\/and enemy planets. But you have to make
the right decision which planet to attack first and use tactics. The first level of the game could be easy, but when you play
deeper into the game, there's when the fun begin.

The graphics of Planets Under Attack is cartoon, but that doesn't make the game a children game. The UI is good and well
designed.

Planets Under Attack is another good and fun game. I recommend this.

Rating 8\/10. Nice little game for a few hours of hidden object\/puzzle goodness. The game is fairly easy, with some puzzles a
decent challenge. Would have been nice for some voice acting to enhance the theme, which really is nothing to write home
about, but is engaging nonetheless. Recommended to newer players of this genre. I'll give this a sideways thumb.. Sweet,
awesome, tasty game where the tactics don't stop

its an realy exiting game of a special tower defence!

if your a fan of TD games, u should buy this

10/10 would steal bbq back again. Sweet baby Jesus.

This is the pure essence of the 80s arcade.

There is only one Jeff Minter.. Wow this was my inspiration to start developing games with game guru! Astonishing
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